Bronchoscopy Novice Clinical Skills Assessment

Fellow: _______________________________ Date: _____________________

Supervised by: ________________________ M.D. ________________________ R.R.T

- Fellow has passed Novice Cognitive Skills Assessment (attached). MK

- Fellow is able to properly set up the bronchoscopy cart: MK, PC, SBP
  - Suction apparatus properly set up and functioning
  - Injection and suction ports attached and working
  - Bronchoscope clean and functioning, including video screen and fiberoptics
  - Airway management equipment at the bedside and available (ambu bag, oxygen, yankauer suction catheter)

- Fellow is able to obtain conduct an appropriate procedural informed consent. PC, ICS, P

- Fellow introduces scope in a straight position and maintains appropriate body/scope relationship.

- Fellow is able to insert flexible bronchoscope and identify major landmarks including MK, PC
  - Base of tongue, epiglottis and vocal cords (notes proper physiologic movement of cords)
  - Carina and mainstem bronchi
  - Fellow is able to identify each of the segmental airways accurately and insert flexible bronchoscope into each correctly. MK, PC

- Fellow is able to keep bronchoscope centered in the airway MK, PC

- Fellow appropriately guides bronchoscopy assistant through procedure PC, MK, ICS, SBP

- Following the procedure the fellow is able to PC, MK, P, SBP
  - Demonstrate knowledge of post-procedure monitoring and care
  - Draft a basic procedure note with the help of supervising attending
  - Appropriately inform family of procedure outcome

- Novice competency level achieved
- Needs more training (use reverse for comments)

Supervisor (sign): ____________________________